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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Vocational Guidance. In its early days, guidance was 
concerned almost exclusively with job placement for the young 
adult and the student leaving school to go to work, ’’The term 
’guidance’ had its origin in the 'vocational guidance' move¬ 
ment, and it was first printed in a document by Prank 
1* 
parsons in 1908”. Early guidance workers, therefore, were 
involved with this very narrow scope of guidance services 
which included helping persons find jobs and assisting others 
to find better jobs* The guidance services were entirely 
oriented to the world of work* 
Activities of such vocational guidance services were 
post school functions. However, it soon became apparent 
that it was not sufficient to just find jobs for students, 
but that it was necessary to locate appropriate work for 
the individual; that is the job in which the person would 
be most satisfied* This involved more personal contact with 
the entire student to discover what abilities he had and 
what opportunities were available that best suited the in- 
o 
dividuals' personal and educational facilities and desires. 
Gradually a greater shift in emphasis occured* Guidance 
personnel became concerned with their clients not just as 
students who were learning well and who promised to become 
efficient workers, but as a person* Counseling of a voc¬ 
ational nature became modified to individual counseling* 
Footnotes are at the end of each chapter* 
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’’The term guidance is now most frequently used to 
describe a variety of services which have a common objective 
of helping students become increasingly self-guided in the 
maximum utilization of their talents and opportunities. 
As the guidance services became broadened in scope, 
the vocational guidance functions were not dropped, but 
were included although approached by a different method 
within the total school guidance program? objectives and 
philosophy. 
philosophy and Objectives. Although the various guidance 
services are not uniformly applied in all schools, nor des¬ 
cribed and identified in the same way, certain common patterns 
are observed in most high school philosophies and activities 
appropriate to the needs of the particular school system in 
which the guidance services are applied. 
In the Y/inchendon school system the following is the 
statement of philosophy which underlies the guidance program 
and which includes both vocational and personal adjustment 
of the students. 
The primary objective of guidance is to 
enable the pupil to understand himself and his 
environment and to place this understanding in 
perspective in relation to his past, present, 
and future. The pupil is then in a position to 
make realistic adjustments and become a self- 
actualizing individual who can contribute ful¬ 
ly and uniquely to society. 
Assistance in planning realistic goals be¬ 
gins with an exploration of the pupils' interests 
and attitudes. So peculiarly personal are the 
4 
potentialities and the limitations of each 
pupil, however, the proper assistance in 
planning realistic goals must be given pri¬ 
marily on an individual basis. The individual 
is of central importance therefore, and it is 
paramount in all pupil personnel work to focus 
upon this basic premise. 
The guidance approach within the frame¬ 
work of the school situation is always one of 
humanism, as characterized by understanding, 
acceptance and empathy. 
This department implements the philosophy 
of the school and fulfills its specific role 
by means of an extended program of guidance ac¬ 
tivities* 
1. By counseling— an interpersonal re¬ 
lationship in which the counselor assists the 
total individual in adjusting more effectively 
to himself and to his environment. 
2. By maintaining a pupil inventory which 
includes pertinent information in: 
a* health 
b. aptitudes, interests, achievements 
c. plans for the future 
d. family background 
e. personal adjustments 
3. By providing occupational information, 
which includes* 
a. monographs, reviews, tapes, films 
b. catalogs of institutions of higher 
learning 
c. school, college and service repre¬ 
sentatives 
4. By offering a placement service: 
a. vocational placement, achieved 
through the cooperation of the school 
and the Division of Employment Security 
b. educational placement 
5 
5* By conducting comprehensive and 
systematic follow-up studies to determine 
the effectiveness of the total school system. 
6. By acting as a consultant to the other 
staff members. 
7* By carrying out original research and 
study. 
8. By coordinating home, school and com¬ 
munity agencies. 4 
Vocational guidance Today. In various guidance 
texts suggestions have been written to improve the effectiveness 
of vocational guidance programs. The National Manpower 
Council has made recommendations that: 
1. State and local governments and boards 
of education recognize that the provision of es¬ 
sential educational and vocational guidance services 
is a major responsibility of secondary education by 
increasing substantially and rapidly the funds and 
staff available for guidance and counseling pur¬ 
poses. 
2. School officials use their guidance and 
counseling staff primarily for vocational guidance 
purposes and, when expanded resources of staff and 
funds permit, also for counseling students with per¬ 
sonal adjustment problems. 
3* School officials make vocational guidance 
available no later than the ninth year and have it 
continue throughout the high school course, and that 
they assign to the high school teacher major respon¬ 
sibility for helping the student to make sound ed¬ 
ucational and occupational decisions. 
4. School officials take the lead in their 
communities to assure a vigorous cooperative ef¬ 
fort in which industry, business, labor, govern¬ 
ment, the armed forces, and civic groups parti¬ 
cipate, to provide occupational information and 
6 
other types of assistance essential for 
effective vocational guidance# 5 
In 1962 the Massachusetts Board of Education pub¬ 
lished the guidance program Handbook, a section of which 
included outlined descriptions of the role of the secondary 
school guidance counselor. Among the activities listed 
included the responsibility of the counselor to impart 
educational and vocational information. 
A partial list of particular functions of the counselor 
in this area includes: 
a# assembling information concerning apprentice¬ 
ships, work experiences and other on-the-job training 
programs. 
b. procuring and properly filing all essential 
occupational, educational, training personal and 
social information and arranging this information for 
ready access and use by students, parents and teachers. 
c. providing opportunities for students to make 
field visits to schools and colleges, and to observe 
jobs and places of employment. 
d. gathering and making available special in¬ 
formation concerning trade, vocational and technical 
training. 
e. making special collections of information 
relating to education and training especially adapted 
* to meet adult training needs. 
f. providing specialized education and training 
information for students who leave school before 
graduation. 
g. utilizing follow-up data for the benefit of 
present students and for the improvement of guidance 
services. 
In a related area of placement, the counselors 
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a. helps students to make application for 
work permits* 
b. makes a student guidance record digest 
for use in contacts with schools and colleges, 
and another for use in applying for work with 
perspective employers. 
c. cooperates with the principal in introducing 
a plan whereby students, in special cases might 
have opportunities for supervised work experience. 
d. makes employer contacts for the purpose 
of finding part-time employment opportunities 
for students during the school year, full-time 
employment for summer vacation periods and full¬ 
time permanent work for graduates and other school 
leavers* 
e. cooperates with area employment offices 
so as to assist students, graduates and school 
leavers in getting jobs* 
f. helps students to understand procedures 
affecting job-getting, job-finding and job- 
holding. 
g. follows a definite plan for getting 
student and graduate information into the 
hands of perspective employers. 
h. shows special concern as related to 
working conditions affecting students and 
graduates* 
i. makes special cooperative placement 
arrangements with teachers whose courses are 
naturally terminal and lead to job readiness. 
j. provides a plan for listing students 
and graduates seeking employment. 
k. properly records information concerning 
employment vacancies. ' 
Standards for Gathering Occupational Information. In 
order that the services outlined by the National Manpower 
Council and the Massachusetts Board of Education may be ' 
8 
carried out, it is necessary to make essential occupational 
reference material available for the use of the students. 
In initiating the accumulation of such information it would 
seem most practical to assemble the local occupational data 
first. In order to make complete the occupational inform¬ 
ation services, later studies could be made regarding oc¬ 
cupations and placement in the area of the community, then 
to the availablity of occupations in the state, in the nation 
and the world. 
It is necessary to keep in mind the needs of each in¬ 
dividual student who would need to use the occupational in¬ 
formation while gathering and assembling such material for 
the students’ use.. 
Suggestions for Research. To present the students with 
the occupational information suggested by the previous auth¬ 
ors, it is necessary to obtain local data first which pro¬ 
vides current information. There are various ways of going 
about such a project. To make a comprehensive analysis of 
community occupational trends and opportunities available 
it would seem most valuable and le&st time comsuming to use 
a questionnaire, personal interview and telephone calls to 
any prospective employer. In any event careful preparation 
is necessary to insure valid and worthwhile results. 
McDaniel suggests the following steps in planning the 
research? 
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a. Determine the objective of the survey. 
What questions are to be answered? What kinds 
of data are required? How will the data be used 
in the school program? What student problems are 
being served? 
b*. Determine the geographical area to be 
covered. This will probably be the area served 
by the school. It need not be coterminous with 
the school district, however, since in many places 
important employment opportunities are outside 
these boundaries. 
c. Determine the kinds of data needed. 
These may include previous employment by oc¬ 
cupation and industry, current employment turn¬ 
over, and estimates of future needs. The inform¬ 
ation required may concern noct only the numbers 
of workers, but also the ages, sexes, qualifications, 
and other conditions of work. 
d. Collect and analyze data already available. 
In many communities such information is already 
collected in various places. The census reports 
will provide background information for cities 
and counties. State employment offices have data 
on certain employment and placement opportunities 
and working conditions. State and local agencies 
both public and private, may have various kinds 
of survey information and estimates. Important 
sources of data are the library, the employment 
service and the chamber of commerce. The analy¬ 
sis of available background data provides a his¬ 
torical setting and more important a structure 
and a set of catagories for planning the survey. 
e. Develop plans, techniques and frrms for 
collecting data. Data may be gathered by observation, 
personal contact, questionnaire, or a combination 
of several techniques. In any event, the workers 
must know precisely what information to obtain and 
haw to record it before starting the canvass. If 
students or teachers are used, it will be necessary 
to conduct training sessions on the techniques to 
be used. 
f. Develop plans for collecting, analyzing 
and reporting the survey. In the school situation 
this involves not only the preparation of the re- 
10 
port for the community, hut also the prep¬ 
aration of curriculum materials for imple¬ 
menting the findings in the instructional 
and informational program. ° 
previous Studies. A community analysis can be worth¬ 
while if undertaken by following certain of the objectives 
set forth in the previous information. It is important 
that the researcher remain free from his own fixed ideas 
of objectives. Local job analyses can be used for list¬ 
ing opportunities for the use of the students who may 
need them. In an investigation of 34 typical community 
surveys, it was found, however, that only 15 listed”sup¬ 
ply vocational use in guidance Mas the motive for the 
study, and that this particular reason ranked third in 
Q 
the frequency among those studied. 
Other studies have been used to obtain descriptive 
information regarding jobs which students may enter with¬ 
out further training or any work experience after leaving 
school. The G-reater Kansas City Area undertook such a 
study and recommended such purposes as locating sources 
of these terminal jobs, providing descriptive information 
regarding the jobs and providing school systems in the 
area with results of the study. 
Methods of gathering information are important to 
the effectiveness and validity of the information wanted. 
The interview and/or the questionnaire methods are the 
two most popular methods used in gathering occupational 
11 
information and are applied in relation to time and 
expense in accordance with the nature of the inform¬ 
ation being sought. In an investigation of 34- surveys, 
85 percent used the questionnaire method of obtaining 
information, and 53 percent used an interview method,11 
In some surveys made neither the interview nor the 
questionnaire method was used. For example, the San Fran¬ 
cisco Survey used data which was already assembled by the 
United States Bureau of the Census to compute the estim- 
12 
ated number of workers in all occupations by industries. 
Format for Analysis. Mouly states that the question¬ 
naire can be a very useful tool in getting the information 
sought after in a survey. There are , however, certain 
criteria to be considered in making the questionnaire a 
valid method. Such criteria have been listed by many 
other authors as well. Among the criteria listed are 
included the significance of the topic under study, the 
importance of the contribution and the worthiness of the 
participation of the recipients. The problem should be 
stated clearly in the cover letter, and should be as brief 
as possible but include all that is necessary to make the 
directions clear and complete. The questions should be ob 
13 
jective and free from ambiguity. 
Consideration of each of the criteria listed was 
made before the final complete form of the question- 
12 
naire used in the analysis of occupations in Winchendon 
was satisfactory. A sample of the cover letter and question¬ 
naire form is given in Appendix A. 
^ Clifford p. Froehlich, Guidance Services in 
Schools (New York: McGraw-Hill , 1958""), p.4. 
2 Henry B. McDaniel, G-uidance in the Modem School 
( New York; The Dryden Press, 195^~) , pp. 281-282. 
Froehlich, on. cit. , p. 5 
^ G-uidance Department Report, Murdock Junior-Senior 
High School, Winchendon, Massachusetts, 1964-1965, Sub¬ 
mitted by Thomas J. Crowley, Director of G-uidance. 
5 Robert Hoppock, Occupational Information (New York; 
McG-raw-Hill, 1957 ) pp. 4-5. 
6 G-uidance program Handbook (Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Board of Education, 1962 } , pp. 13-14. 
7 G-uidance program Handbook, op. cit. , 12-13 
Q 
McDaniel, op. cit. , pp. 299-300. 
9 Stuart Anderson, An Analysis of Community Occupational 
Surveys (Menomonie, Wisconsin; The Stout Institute, 194-9) , 
p. 3. 
10 william Cottle, "A proposed Survey of Entry Jobs for 
the Greater Kansas City Area **, Occupations, XXVII , February 
1949, p. 372. 
11 Anderson, ojc. cit. , p. 17. 
12 Max. F. Baer and Edward C. Roeber, Occupational 
Information (Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc. , 
1958) , p. 279. 
G-eorge J. Mouly, The Science of Educational 
Research (New York; American Book Company, 1963) , 
p. 264. 
CHAPTER II 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
AND OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE 
The problem* In order to make the community analysis 
worth while it should provide maximum information relating 
to types of jobs available in the community for part-time 
employment for students in school, or full-time employ¬ 
ment for students in need of summer jobs and graduates 
or other sbhool leavers. This information should be 
made available for direct use by administrators, teachers, 
and most important of all, the students as they may need 
to use it. It was decided that in addition to finding 
jobs available in the community, the initial plan to be¬ 
gin a work-study program in the community should be des¬ 
cribed at this time, (See Appendix B ) and appropriate 
questions should be included on the questionnaire. The 
persons contacted were involved in the personnel programs 
of the businesses and industries in the town and were ex¬ 
pected to yeild the most helpful and useful information 
through their experience in the particular field of work. 
The Scope of the study. In determining which businesses 
and industries to contact in the town of Winchendon, it be¬ 
came necessary to become familiar with all of the types of 
business and industry in the area. The Winchendon telephone 
book provided the most helpful information and since the 
total number of listed places of work was reletively small, 
109, it was decided to attempt to contact each of the busi¬ 
nesses and industries in Winchendon. The entire list of 
16 
these sources of information were taken only from 
the town of Winchendon. No areas surrounding the 
community were chosen at this time* 
The Procedure* An interview with the superintendent 
about the nature of the study become immediately profit¬ 
able in that a town business group was contacted and the 
necessary funds for conducting the survey were provided 
by this club. Secretarial help was offered by the busi¬ 
ness department of the school and most of the clerical 
duties were performed by the members of a secretarial 
training class* 
A sample questionnaire was given to the superin¬ 
tendent, the principal, vice-principal and guidance 
director to be examined and changed where necessary. 
A few minor changes were made and the complete quest¬ 
ionnaire with suggestions and questions from other 
community analyses and various authors was ready to 
be sent to perspective businesses and industries. 
Before mailing the final revised questionnaire, 
another step had to be taken to approve the study and 
appropriation of funds for the study, and the sample 
questionnaire and cover letter complete with the des¬ 
cription of the entire study were sent to the school 
committee to be discussed and changed at their discretion. 
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Certain details of the proposed work-study program needed 
clarification and state approval was needed in determining 
the appropriatness of students working out of the school 
system approximately 20 hours a week. However, no objections 
were presented and the questionnaire was ready to be sent 
to each business and industry in Winchendon. 
Request for Returns. The questionnaire and cover 
letter with the description of the proposed cover letter 
describing the work-study program was sent out in early 
April, 1965. About six weeks after the questionnaires had 
been sent, it was decided that a request for returns must 
be made. The funds which had been donated for the study 
had been exhausted by the paper and mailing fees, so it 
was further decided to use the local newspaper as a med¬ 
ium for the request. The reminder was printed on the front 
page of the local newspaper (See Appendix C) , after which 
several more returns were received by the school. 
Forty-seven percent Reply. From April until June 30, 
1965, which was the decided cut-off date for the material 
to be used in this study, the returns came in rather slowly 
and in rather small numbers. Several phone calls and the 
request for returns in the local paper encouraged several 
more replies. 
Although 47 percent was not a very large sample to re¬ 
present the opportunities and information of available jobs 
18 
in the community, it was decided that because of the 
nature of the study any of the returns received would 
be satisfactory and useful in the analysis. Each of 
the returns would yeild sufficient information to be 
made available for student use and large numbers of 
Job opportunities would not be nee ded to be beneficial. 
The statistics on the number and percentage of the 
businesses and industries returning the questionnaire 
are shown in Table 1. Statistics on the businesses and 
industries which replied in the affirmative to the pro¬ 
posed work-study program are also shown. The split be¬ 
tween the businesses and industries replying to the 
qusetionnaire was not well balanced. There is an in¬ 
verse proportion to the numbers of businesses and in¬ 
dustries in the community to the numbers replying. 
The number of industries replying was much greater 
than those of the businesses, although the businesses 
provide the largest number of places of work in the 
community. Similarly, there was an inverse proportion 
of the numbers of industries in the community in com¬ 
parison to number of businesses and the number of af¬ 
firmative responses to the work-study program. 
Over all, the industries in the community showed 
the most interest in providing the information requested 
19 
by the questionnaire and in the development of the 
proposed work-study program. 
TABLE 1 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES 
RETURNING THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Business 
and 
Industry 
per 
Cent 
Business per 
Cent 
Industry per 
Cent 
Total 
Contacted 109 100.0 77 76.4 32 24.6 
Questionnaires 
Returned 52 47.7 21 40.3 31 59.7 
Work-Study 
program 38 34.7 15 39.5 23 60.5 
Total Not 
Available 57 52.3 56 98.2 1 1.8 
The numbers and percentages of businesses and industries 
returning the questionnaires found in Table 1 were tabulated 
initially from the total number contacted, 109, which could 
have responded. From the statistics of the number of quest- 
20 
ionnaires returned, the remaining percentages and numbers 
were found. 
CHAPTER III 
STATISTICS FROM THE ANALYSIS 
Statistics* By comparison of the data received through 
the responses to the questionnaires it was possible to examine 
how many persons are employed by the businesses and industries, 
what types of jobs are available, approximate starting salary 
and salary range, the products made by the businesses and in¬ 
dustries, and the qualifications necessary for most jobs# 
Further comparisons show numbers of job openings during the 
year, peak seasons and slack seasons during the year, whether 
or not high school dropouts would be hired, whether or not 
those with only a high school diploma would be hired, whether 
or not physically or mentally handicapped persons would be hired 
and whether or not part-time work would be available. 
TABLE 2 
PRESENT STATUS OF EMPLOYMENT 
OF BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES 
Business 
and 
Industry 
Per 
Cent 
Business per 
Cent 
Industry per 
Cent 
Under 
25 
persons 
24 46.1 18 85.6 6 19.3 
25 - 75 10 19.2 3 14.2 7 22.2 
Over 75 18 34.6 0 0 18 28.1 
Total 
Number 
Replying 52 21 31 
23 
Numbers Employed# Table 2 shows the numbers and 
percentages of businesses end industries in relation to 
the present status of employment* It shows that the 
total number of businesses and industries contacted employ 
less than 25 employees at the rate of 46.1 percent, that 
they hire between 25 and 75 persons at the rate of 19*2 
percent and that they hire over 75 persons at the rate of 
34.6 percent. As the distribution is analyzed further, it 
is found that most businesses have in their employ less than 
25 persons; that 85*6 percent of the businesses hire between 
1 and 10 persons, and that 14.2 percent hire between 25 and 
75 employees. There were no businesses which replied that 
hire over 75 persons. 
Industries, on the other hand, show greater employment 
opportunities for larger numbers of persons. Only 19*3 
percent hire less than 25 employees, 22.2 percent hire be¬ 
tween 25 and 75 employees, and 28.1 percent hire over 75 
persons, and that examined separately, often hire over 100 
employees. Both men and women employees make up the numbers 
and percentages given in Table 2. 
It was interesting to note that approximately 5>110 
persons in the town of Winchendon are employed. This 
figure does not include retired townspeople or housewives. 
Cut of this approximate number of presently employed persons, 
3,238 persons are employed in the communitie*s industries. 
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These figures show that 63.3 percent of the total number 
of employed persons in Winchendon are employed in the 
industries of the community. ^ 
Salary. Table 3 indicates by numbers and percentages 
the approximate starting salaries paid employees by the 
businesses and industries contacted. 
TABLE 3 
APPRO KIMATE STARTING SALARIES 
Business per Eusiness Per Industry per 
and Cent Cent Cent 
Industry 
Less than 
|1.25 / hr. 11 21.1 
$1.25 / hr. 25 48.1 
$1.50 / hr. 12 33.7 
G-reater than 
$1.50 / hr. 
4 7.1 
Total number 52 
replying 
2 9.5 9 29.0 
15 71.4 10 32.2 
4 19.0 8 25.7 
0 0 4 12.9 
21 31 
The largest percentage of both businesses and industries 
pay the minimum wage of $1.25 per hour. A very small per¬ 
centage pay above n •50 per hour. Further examination shows 
that few businesses pay less than the minimum wage, however, 
25 
29 percent of the industries hire persons at a wage less 
than $1.25 per hour for a certain period of time. Further 
investigation revealed that in many instances unskilled 
persons are hired in industry to run machinery in the shops. 
They are placed in a training program at which time they 
receive less than the state required minimum salary as a 
deterent toward worker's carelessness which could cost the 
company several hundred dollars for repair. The incentive 
to reach minimum salary is used to encourage the workers to 
learn their work quickly and exactly. 
Salary range. Consideration of the 52 replies showed 
an occurance in each case of hesitance in giving exact wage 
in reply to the question on salary range. On the majority 
of questionnaires there was no answer given. Cn the remainder 
of questionnaires there were some brief explanations of a type 
of merit pay depending on progression. Not one response 
disclosed a specific wage. An assumed reason for the lack of 
accurate information could be the fact that salaries vary 
over periods of time and also among the various types of 
workers in the businesses and especially in the industries. 
The respondent may have considered the fact that accurate 
information could not be provided on the questionnaire. 
Number of dobs Available. Table 4 shows the number 
of job openings available for perspective employees during 
the year. 
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TABLE 4 
JOB OPENINGS DURING THE YEAR 
Business 
and 
Industry 
Business Industry 
Usually 
none 15 10 5 
Between 
1-10 18 11 7 
Between 
10 - 20 12 0 12 
Over 20 7 0 7 
Examination of Table 4 shows that the industries 
which hire the greatest proportion of persons also 
have the greatest number of job opportunities during 
a year. Closes examination reveals that industry shows 
the least occurance of hiring no employees in a year, and 
hire the greatest number of persons in a year (over 20 ). 
Business, on the other hand, remains fairly stable in re¬ 
taining help wj_th 10 out of the replying 21 businesses 
hiring no new employees during a year and no businesses 
replying hiring more than 10 employees during a year. 
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Again it is evident that the industries in the community 
offer more opportunities for Job placement, but have a 
greater incidence of Job turnover* 
peak and Siaok Seasons. 
TABLE 5 
PEAK SEASONS AND SLACK SEASONS 
peak 
Business 
Slack 
Industry 
peak Slack 
Fall 1 2 1 
Winter 4 6 5 
Summer 6 4 5 1 
Spring 3 2 
The statistics in Table 5 show that few industries 
have either a peak season or a slack season. The indust¬ 
ries who replied that they had busier seasons at one time 
than another showed fairly consistently that winter months 
were generally slower than summer months. 
Business, on tho other hand, ohowod a variety of 
seasons which were better than or worse than others 
depending upon the nature of tho work. 
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Twenty-five industries out of the responding thirty-one 
or 80.6 percent of the industries reported fairly steady 
working conditions. Seven of the twenty-one businesses 
or 33•3 percent of the businesses reported steady working 
conditions without fluctuations. 
Types of Employees. 
TABLE 6 
STATUS CF POTENTIAL EMPLOYEES 
Business Per 
Cent 
Industry per 
Cent 
Dropouts 13 61.9 6 19.3 
Those with 
only high 
school diploma 
18 85.7 14 45.1 
physically or 
Mentally 
handicapped 
10 47.6 6 19.3 
part-time 
workers 19 90.4 28 90.3 
Total number 
replying 21 31 
The data in Table 6 indicates the willingness of the 
businesses and industries to hire the listed types of 
employees. 61.9 percent of the businesses showed that 
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they would or have in the past hired high school drop¬ 
outs, however only 19.3 percent of the industries have 
hired or would hire the same. 85.7 percent of the busi¬ 
nesses would or have hired in the past those with only a 
high school diploma, however industries indicated a desire 
for more formal education in a trade school or equivalent 
and only 45.1 percent responded in favor of hiring those 
with only a high school diploma, physically or mentally 
handicapped workers could be hired depending upon the 
nature of the job. The businesses showed that 47.6 per¬ 
cent were willing to hire handicapped persons under these 
circumstances. Industries were not as favorable with only 
19.3 percent in favor. The fear was the danger of employees 
getting hurt by machinery if they were not entirely capable. 
Comparison of businesses and industries in relation to 
hiring part-time workers showed great similarities in 
percentage figures. Business would hire part-time workers 
at the rate of 90.4 percent and industry at the rate of 
90.3 percent. Most indicated that part-time work was 
nearly always available. 
Summary. Recorded data from the 52 returned quest¬ 
ionnaires indicated that the industries in the community 
offer greater employment opportunities for greater numbers 
of persons; that, in fact, 63.3 percent of Winchendon's 
working population is employed in industry. The greatest 
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percentage of both industry and business employ persons 
at the minimum wage of $1.25 per hour. Lack of accurate 
information made it impossible to calculate percentages 
on the salary range in either the businesses or industries. 
Evidence was shown of various numbers of job opportunities 
during the year, and once again industry showed the greatest 
percentage in numbers of jobs available within a year. 
The data examined on peak seasons and slack seasons showed 
that the greatest percentages of those which show fluctua¬ 
tions, decline in the winter and are busier during the sum¬ 
mer months. 80.6 percent of the industries reported fairly 
steady working conditions and 33*3 percent of the businesses 
reported the same. Various types of employees are hired at 
varying rates. The highest percentages of types of employees 
in both businesses and industries were part-time employees. 
•^-Street List of Men and Women Twenty Years of Age 
and Over of the Town of Winchendon, January 1, 1965> 
Compiled and bound by the Town of Winchendon, 
/ 
CHAPTER IV 
OCCUPATIONS 
Classification of Occupations. The occupations 
listed in Table 7 have been classified according to 
four of the major occupational groups of the Dictionary 
of Occupational Titles; professional, skilled, semi¬ 
skilled and unskilled.^ These four major groups were 
chosen because of the evidence of limitations of occupa¬ 
tional trends in the community, because of the local de¬ 
mands for workers, and because of the significance of the 
usefulness to present students, potential school dropouts 
and students who want pant-time work or full-time summer 
work. 
Occupations listed under a particular title are 
those which seem to approximate it. These occupations 
may vary widely in content since the groups differ in 
function. For practical purposes, managerial and sales 
and clerical occupations have been listed under the 
professional group in Table 7* An attempt has been made 
to classify the remaining occupations as close to the 
appropriate title as possible. 
The percentages and numbers of businesses and in¬ 
dustries replying that they hire workers in the profes¬ 
sional, skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled occupations 
listed in Table 7 are based on both men and women em¬ 
ployees. 
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TABLE 7 
CLASSIFICATION OF OCCUPATIONS 
Business per Business Per Industry per 
and 
Industry 
Cent Cent Cent 
Number 
replying 52 21 31 
D. 0. T. 
Classifications 
professional 26 50.0 9 42.8 17 54.8 
Skilled 36 69.2 13 61.9 23 74.1 
Semi-skilled 37 71.1 11 52.3 26 83.8 
Unskilled 35 67.3 6 28.5 29 93.5 
50.0 percent of the businesses and industries replying 
indicated that they have professions. Business and industry 
examined separately are nearly even in the percentages of 
professional positions with 42.3 percent and 54.8 percent 
respectively. Skilled positions were divided fairly evenly 
also with 61.9 percent in business and 74.1 percent in in¬ 
dustry. Fewer semi-skilled positions were available in 
business with 52.3 percent falling into this catagory. 
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More emphasis is placed on the semi-skilled occupations 
in industry with 83*3 percent in the classification. The 
number of unskilled positions available in industry seems 
quite high with 93*5 percent represented in this group. 
Fewer unskilled positions were available in businesses 
with only 28.5 percent listed. 
Specific Jobs Available. As the returns came in 
each of the respondents were contacted by a member of the 
guidance department. At this time specific job opportunities 
were described, numbers of students who could be hired 
and age and sex requirements were given. Discussion was 
centered about part-time jobs for students in school, full¬ 
time summer jobs for in-school students and full-time 
jobs for graduates and other school leavers. Jobs which 
could be scheduled within the plan for the work-study 
program were also considered. In general each of the 
jobs available and listed in Table 8 could be used in 
connection with each of the above needs. 
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TABLE 8 
SPECIFIC JOBS AVAILABLE FOR STUDENTS 
Boys Girls 
Auto Body Mechanic 5 
Boat Builder 3 
Bookkeeper 
Check-out Clerk 3 
Draftsman 4 
Electrician (assistant) 2 
Furniture Factory Worker 13 
Gasoline Attendant 2 
Journalist (assistant) 1 
Machine Shop Worker 3 
Office Machines Operator 
Radio Electrician (assistant) 1 
Sales Clerk 4 
Secretary 
Stitcher 
Stock Clerk 2 
Upholsterer 4 
Waitress 
7 
4 
1 
6 
8 
10 
3 
5 
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The most abundant jobs open to boys were positions 
available in the furniture factories in town. It would 
be possible to place 13 boys in these jobs. The next 
largest placement would be in auto mechanics. In each 
case it was explained that the boys would be under close 
supervision and instruction and would be allowed to work 
only in the areas in which he showed the best aptitude. 
The greatest number of opportunities for girls were 
secretarial in nature; secretaries and bookkeepers which 
combined could place 17 girls in jobs. The next largest 
catagory for girls was sales. 
Examination of the types of jobs listed as available 
show evidence of being particularly useful to the students 
who plan to terminate their eduaation at graduation from 
high school. Although some of the possible jobs indicate 
a need for acquiring some skill or training beyond a 
high school diploma, there was agreement among the re¬ 
spondents that they would hire students for permanent 
employment if they proved capable with the training re¬ 
ceived on the job. With the current emphasis today being 
on job training it seemed inconsistent to have so many 
jobs available for students who have not had much previous 
training. Consideration of the occupational trends in 
Winchendon may be a significant factor. There seems to 
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be no significant discrepancy after considering the 
ratio of unskilled laborers to professional workers 
in Winchendon. (See Table 7) 
l 
-^United States Department of Labor’s Bureau of 
Employment Security, Dictionary of Occupational Titles, 
1959 supplement, (Washington; Government printing Office 
1949) 
CHAPTER V 
DESCRIPTIONS OF OCCUPATIONS 
Job Descriptions. This presentation does not pretend 
to be a complete listing of all the occupations available 
in the Y/inchendon Community. Too few returns made it impos 
sible to approximate a complete list. No attempt has been 
made to catalogue occupations to which a school program 
might lead; neither has there been an attempt to list sub¬ 
jects taught within the school and which might have the 
same name as an occupation. It must be emphasized then, 
that this is not a listing of complete programs or subjects 
but of occupations although in some cases certain subjects 
have been listed as desirable. 
Facilities, equipment, material and buildings differ 
greatly among some of the occupations. These businesses 
and industries have helped serve a purpose, to provide 
some training and education desired by the students while 
they work at a salaried job. They might remain a few weeks 
several years or permanently. 
The material presented shall be prepared and made 
available to students in card catalogue form. Before 
applying for employment or enrolling for the work-study 
program, it should be used as a source to assure the 
student that he will obtain the training and work desired. 
These vocational opportunities provide possibilities for 
work which require abilities of all kinds, varying from 
good fingar dexterity to verbal or mathematical ability. 
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general Requirements* The state requires that persons 
be 16 years of age before applying for working permits. The 
state also requires that persons be 18 years of age to be 
allowed working permits in factories where there is special 
kinds of machine equipment operating. Also employees in 
garages which have a dealership must be 18 yeqrs of age. Any 
other specific requirement shall be listed in the job des¬ 
cription. 
procedure. Descriptions of the jobs available shall 
be presented in alphabetical order as they were listed in 
Table 8. Some respondents gave very explicit job descriptions 
while others were much more briefly written, especially 
when the jobs described were generally more familiar. 
Auto Body Mechanic. The job performance requires repair 
and maintainance of automobile bodies, welding, soldering, 
brazing parts, replacing glass, repairing locks, window mech¬ 
anisms, paint matching, use of spray paint equipment. Some 
work is done in repair and maintenance of trucks which includes 
work on engines, transmissions, differentials, ignition and 
electrical systems as well as carburetion. 
Boat Builder. Building, repairing and servicing of 
boats are the main duties of employees. The work includes 
building of round and V bottom boats, both sail and motor 
as well as skiffs and other flat bottom boats. Work on 
boats includes use of both standard planking and plywood 
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construction. 
Bookkeeper, A bookkeeper must carefully maintain 
complete records for every employed person with reference 
to pay. Records must be kept with reference to receipt 
and transfer of merchandise and disbursement of money. 
Also bookkeeping must be done on each piece of equipment. 
It is necessary to keep these records up to date, to insure 
their accuracy and to make the tabulations immediately 
available in any form which may be desired. 
School courses in bookkeeping of the double-entry 
for would be desirable. 
Check Out Clerk. An employee must be able to write 
or print legibly and to record numbers neatly and accurately. 
They must become familiar with electrical cash registers 
and learn to record mistakes in key punching to insure a 
money balance at the termination of a work day. Work is 
involved with actual transactions and the employee must be 
aware of the rules and regulations which have been pre¬ 
scribed for the purpose of standardizing the merchant’s 
practices. Ability to record transactions accurately is 
most important. 
Draftsman. The work would include lettering, chart 
making, sketching and drawing of objects, sectional views 
and geometric designs. Also included would be the ability 
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to design tools, jigs, fixtures, dies and gages for 
production manufacturing. School courses in art and 
mechanical drawing would be valuable. 
Electrician. The employee should assist in installing 
and repairing such equipment necessary for electrical 
lighting. This includes running the wires for lighting. 
Repair work includes electrical equipment and appliances. 
Other related jobs include installing storage batteries 
and testing and inspecting electrical apparatus using 
voltmeters, ammeters, wattmeters and circuit analyzers. 
Training would be necessary in many of these areas. School 
courses in electrical shop and practical mathematics would 
be helpful. 
Furniture Factory Worker. The description of the work 
given here is the combination of those descriptions given 
by the various local furniture factories. The nature of 
the work done in the factories was similar enough that a 
combination rather than separate descriptions was suf¬ 
ficient. The work mainly includes use and care of hand 
tools and woodworking machines used in furniture making, 
repairing and finishing. Some of the machines used are 
circular and band saws, jointers, mortiser and moulders. 
Rebuilding and refinishing of furniture along with the 
selection of proper woods is an important part of the 
work. Also involved is the design and construction of 
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all types of wood furniture. Related work includes 
drawing, blueprint reading and some mathematics. 
Gasoline Attendant. The duties and responsibilities 
of a gas station attendant include tasks such as refueling 
automobiles, lubricating automobiles, changing tires and 
checking carburetors and fuel systems for proper operation. 
Related tasks include using and taking accurate readings 
on gasoline pump gages. Lubrication includes cleaning 
and lubricating automotive parts and equipment in accordance 
with lubrication charts. Duties performed in tire changing 
include changing, checking, testing and repairing rubber 
tires and tubes in a tire repair shop. In some cases it 
is necessary to test, charge, rebuild and repair automobile 
batterries., service and adjust brakes according to types. 
The attendant also accounts for, orders and assists in 
maintaining inventory for spare automotive parts. 
Journalist. Journalists would be engaged in news re¬ 
porting, copy reading, editing and related jobs to publish 
information about activities through the media of the news¬ 
paper. Related duties would be the followings 
1. Reporting- gather news through personal interviews, 
by examination of messages and by witnessing events. 
2. proofreadings proofread, copy and make corrections 
for style, accuracy and news value. 
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3. Editing- help manage and edit newspapers, Write 
headlines and captions for photographs, 
4. Layout- plan the layouts for the newspaper and 
mark type specifications for printing from typewritten copy 
containing tabulations and descriptive matter. Assist 
printers and artists on publication work including layouts 
of advertisements. 
5. Photographs- arrange for individual or group 
photographs. Select pictures suitable for publication 
and maintain files of photographs issued to newspapers 
and the public. 
Machine Shop Worker, positions in machine shops in¬ 
volve work of a gage maker, tool and die maker, machine 
setter and operator, tool grinder and tool dresser. Work 
is performed on lathes, milling machines, drills, grinders, 
shapers, planers and heat-treating furnaces. Machine shop 
workers shape metal parts according to specifications by 
setting up and using various machine tools. Repair and 
maintenence of machine shop tools, jigs and fixtures is 
an integral part of the work. Also included is grinding 
drills to the correct taper and grinding cutting tools to 
specification for special jobs. Another part of the work 
involves cutting various types of threads on lathes. It 
is necessary to use sketches and specifications to turn 
out various replacement parts. 
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Office Machine Operator* The employee should be 
able to perform such clerical duties as typing, filing 
and some bookkeeping. In addition to cleric&l duties the 
worker should be able to run simple office machines such 
as sorters, collators, reproducers and duplicating machines. 
Duties include assembling incoming information and making 
routine and special reports for the company. Some workers 
could be trained in key-punch machines and high-speed adding 
calculating machine duties. School work in bookkeeping, 
typing and operating business machines is desirable. 
Radio Electrician. An assistant would assist in 
installation and repair for both radio and T.V. appliances. 
Testing the instruments and repairing are related jobs# 
The assistant would become familiar with microwave tech¬ 
niques, power suppliers, electron tubes, rectifiers, filters, 
amplifiers, transistors, automatic controls and their uses. 
Any school work in electricity would be beneficial although 
an assistant could become acquainted with procedures through 
practical experience and observation. 
Sales Clerk. Sales clerk positions in clothing or 
other small stores involves knowing stock requirements, 
requistioning for necessary supplies, taking account of 
items to be sold, issuing clothing or other goods in at¬ 
tractive display, sales of items, assisting with inventory and 
taking account of transactions or returned items. 
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Secretary. The work requires performance in clerical 
and secretarial duties involving typing, filing, operating 
office duplicating machines and equipment, preparing and 
routing correspondence and reports, maintaining records 
and publications. Examples of specific duties are listed 
as the following; 
1. Correspondence- prepare and type correspondence 
and reports and main tab. incoming and outgoing mail. 
2. Files- organize and maintain files and extract 
material as needed. 
3. Receptionist- receive office visitors and handle 
telephone communications. Courses in English and in business 
subjects such as typewriting and stenography would be helpful 
as clerical experience. 
Stitcher. The work involves sewing on industrial 
power sewing machines. In power stitching the worker 
is involved in controlling and operating high speed 
sewing machines. Related work includes dressmaking, 
color, design, style and patternmaking. 
Stock Clerk. The description of the position of stock 
clerk was taken from requirements given for both clothing 
and food businesses. Stock clerks take charge of various 
kinds of storerooms where they receive, store and issue 
clothing, food and other items. They assist on taking in¬ 
ventories, establish stock quantities and prepare re- 
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quistions for stock needed. After receiving stock, the 
clerks verify the quantity and acknowledge the receipt of 
the goods. Following this stock clerks make space adjustments a 
and store the stock according to physical characteristics, 
climatic conditions (food) and other special conditions 
concerned with storage. It is then necessary to issue 
the store items according to necessity and manager*s regu¬ 
lations. 
Upholsterer. The work includes upholstering, recovering 
or refinishing of furniture. Use of tools essential to the 
repair of frames and covering can be introduced and learned 
very rapidly. Related work includes working with fabrics, 
fillers and other materials used in upholstered furniture. 
Waitress. In addition to serving food the waitress 
must be able to serve as a cook when the need arises. She 
helps prepare menus, assists in ordering provisions when 
needed and inspects the quality of the food. She aids 
with the responsibility of proper storage of food products 
after meals and before closing. She must take care of the 
appearance of the dining area and of the kitchen when neces¬ 
sary. She must make accurate records of the sale of food. 
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BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES REPLYING- TO JOB DESCRIPTIONS 
IN THIS SECTION 
Akare Furniture and Electrical Appliance 
Alaska Freezer 
Amenta Brothers Market 
Anderson's Auto Body and welding Works 
Don Beckwith and Sons Television and Radio Service Repair 
Belanger Manufacturing Company 
Bellecraft Woodworking Company 
Brown Package Company 
Carpenter's Jenny Service Station 
Cobleigh Clothing Company 
Cornor Market 
Custom Upholstry Company 
Davenport's Oil 
Designed Finishes Corporation 
Desmarias Machine Works 
Dionne Manufacturing Company, Incorporated 
Donati's Auto Repair Service 
Econo-wise Corrugated Machine Company 
General Box Company 
G-oodspeed Machine Company 
Hyridge Excavator's Incorporated 
Ivy Hall Furniture Incorporated 
LeClair Electric 
Leominster Novelty Corporation 
Lillie’s Incorporated 
Mason and Parker Level Distributing Company 
Monadonock Novelty Corporation 
Morriseau Furniture Corporation 
Murray Oil and G-as Corporation 
National Seat Manufacturing Company 
Newton Brothers G-arage 
Old Traveler's Restaurant 
M. H. Parks Company 
peerless Freezer Company 
Pheonix Manufacturing Company 
pineault Furniture Company 
Piayaway Lanes 
Thomas Quinn Company Corporation 
Ray plastic Incorporated 
Raycurt Corporation 
Rose’s Incorporated 
Springs Market 
Toy Town Auto Body Sunoco Service Station 
Toy Town Auto Body and Welding Corporation 
/ \ 
Toy Town Boats Incorporated 
Toy Town Drywall Company 
Toy Town Wood Waste Corporation 
White Mountain Freezer Company 
Winchendon Courier 
Winchendon Fashions 
Winchendon Furniture Company 
Winchester Tailors 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary* Obtaining the occupational information 
for the job analysis was based on returned question¬ 
naires from local businesses and industries. Although 
the response of 47 percent of the total number of bus¬ 
inesses and industries was less than expected it was 
decided that any information was valuable in its use¬ 
fulness as a resource for students who may be in need 
of occupational information. The analysis is offered 
as a useful tool to students interested in work explor¬ 
ation, course selection and in being able to assess 
themselves in relationship to the job requirements. 
The proposed work-study program was an initial step 
at the time of the analysis and was too premature to 
be evaluated at this time. Specific job-analysis 
materials were obtained from the directors and per¬ 
sonnel in the businesses and industries. 
Present Status of Community Workers. It was in¬ 
teresting to note that the local occupational trend 
at the time of the study indicated that the greatest 
percentage of workers were employed in the local in¬ 
dustries. It was significant to find that the opportunities for 
work experiences in the community were largely provided 
by the industries and that opportunities for entry into 
full-time work were centered largely in the industrial 
plants. 
A wide variety although a limited amount of 
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occupational opportunities for part-time and full-time 
work for the student was listed in card catalogue form 
to be made available to students, parents, teachers and 
counselors. 
Recommendations. The community analysis was a 
rather limited report due to the nature of information 
gathering. The data describes a rather static economic 
and social situation, and being dated, tends to become 
unreliable as time goes on. The only way to keep data 
relatively current is to establish an on-going plan 
whereby the community analyses are conducted every one 
or two years in order to have up to date community 
occupational trends. An analysis should be a part of an 
established routine of providing up to date information. 
Uses of the Analysis. The community occupational 
analysis was designed to gather local occupational 
information. The uses of the information are similar 
to the uses of other types of information. It should 
be used in counseling interviews, with groups of students 
and should be made available as a resourse to which the 
student may go on his own. 
Occupational choice is often a big problem with 
most young people. Most often the problem stems from 
not having adequate knowledge about occupations. A 
careful review of what employers have to say about the 
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employment opportunities hs^s a useful purpose in 
supplying information for students which they may 
be seeking. 
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ANALYSIS 
MURDOCK JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
WINCHENDON, MASSACHUSETTS 
TELEPHONE 297-1256 
RICHARD H. PORTER, PRINCIPAL 
Dear 
The program of studies at Murdock Junior-Senior High 
School offers a broad academic preparation but only limited 
opportunities for specific job experiences, we feel our 
terminal students would be better prepared if we could 
broaden their experiences in actual job experiences. We 
propose a work-study program where the student would spend a 
portion of the day on the job in a training situation. 
Before we can initiate this program we must determine 
a feeling of need and willingness among the merchants and 
industrialists to join with the school in a cooperative 
endeavor to better prepare our young people for future 
employment. 
Your answer to the enclosed questionnaire will help us 
to determine if there is a need for a cooperative work-study 
program in our community. These replies will also indicate 
your willingness to participate in such an endeavor. If 
the responses show this program seems worthwhile you will be 
contacted by representatives of our school Guidance Department. 
They will confer with you on the details of the program. 
This is a continuing effort of the school to provide 
greater educational opportunities for the youth of Win- 
chendon. We hope we can enlist your support in this 
program. 
Very truly jrours, 
Thomas J. Crowley 
Director of Guidance 
Nancy N. Mauri 
Guidance Counselor 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Company Personnel Manager 
Date 
1* How many employees? 
2. What type of jobs? professional _ skilled _ 
semi-skilled _ unskilled _ 
3* Approximate starting salary. Salary range. 
4. product made by your company? 
5* Qualifications necessary for most jobs. 
6. Are there many job openings during the year? 
If so, how many? 
7* Co you have a peak season? When? 
8. Do you have a slack season? When? 
9* Do you hire high school dropouts? 
10 • Do you hire those with only a high school diploma? 
11. Do you hire physically or mentally handicapped workers? 
12. Do you hire people for part-time work? 
13« Would you be willing to take part in a work-study program? 
Comments* 
A 
■ 
APPENDIX B 
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WORK-STUDY PROGRAM 
WORK-STUDY PROGRAM 
With the desire to continually Improve the educational 
opportunities in Winchendon, the G-uidance Department at 
Murdock Junior-Senior High School is initiating a study for 
a Work-Study program in cooperation with local businesses and 
industries* Specifically, the student would devote part of 
the day to in-school training and the other part to on-the - 
job training. Work-Study education provides for on-the-job 
application of in-school learned skills, and enables the 
pupil to put into practice many skills which they are learning 
in school while they are learning them. In this way pupils 
learn more quickly and more thoroughly; they acquire experience 
and develop self-confidence. 
The program is aimed at employing students from fifteen 
(15) to twenty (20) hours a week, paying them a minimum wage 
and evaluating their progress periodically. 
This approach will offer a total learning experience 
tailored to develop new habits and attitudes. The students 
will receive basic education as well as skilled training and 
sound work experience. 
To be enrolled in such a Work-Study program, the students 
must show promise of success and must want to participate. 
Entrance into the program will require that each pupil main¬ 
tain proficiency in their academic subjects. This shall be 
determined on an individual basis. Each will be assigned to 
training that fits his interests and aptitudes. The employer, 
the enrollee and an experienced counselor will decide together 
what kind of job experience would best fit the student. 
For your convenience: individual interviews will provide 
a time for interpretation of the Work-Study guidelines, answers 
to specific questions regarding the mechanics of developing 
such a program and additional instructional ideas which may 
enhance participation in what we feel to be a worthwhile pro¬ 
gram. 
Thank you for your interest in the Work-Study program. 
It is our sincere hope that all who can best profit from such 
a program avail themselves of this opportunity. 
APPENDIX C 
NEWSPAPER ARTICLE 
REQUEST FOR RETURNS 
EMPLOYERS ARE ASKED TO RETURN QUESTIONNAIRES 
Employers who received letters and questionnaires on 
the work-study program have keen requested to return them 
by the end of the month by Miss. Nancy N. Mauri of the 
Guidance department of the Murdock Junior-Senior High School. 
The Guidance department would like to have the question¬ 
naires answered and returned even though no work for a student 
is available so that the work-study program can be organized 
in the fall. 
The purposes of the program are to give the student in¬ 
volved a chance for experience in a field he is interested in 
and the student a chance to earn money that he may need. 
APPENDIX D 
BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES IN THE TOWN OF WINCHEND0N 
CONTACTED FOR COMMUNITY ANALYSIS 
Abare Furniture and Electrical Appliance 
Alaska Freezer 
Amelia’s Fashion Shoppe 
Amenta Brothers Market 
Anderson’s Auto Body and Welding Works 
Associated Business Companies 
A.P. Bateman and Son 
Bateman Oil Corporation 
Don Beckwith and Sons Television and Radio Service Repair 
Belanger Manufacturing Company 
Bellecraft Woodworking Company 
Bibeaus Hardware Company 
Boston and Maine Railroad Freight Office 
Bower’s Remodeling Company 
Brown Package Company 
Bushey’s Bus Lines 
Carpentar's Jenny Service Station 
Central pharmacy 
F.S. Cheney Lumber Corporation 
City Cleaners and Launderers 
Clapp Novelty Company 
Clark Memorial Building 
Cobleigh Clothing Company 
Rodney C. Cochran- Truckers 
Conant’ s Cornor Market 
Comor Market 
Corral Restaurant 
Curtain Shop 
Custom Upholstry Company 
Davenport’s Oil Company 
De Longchamp Motor Sales Incorporated 
Designed Finishes Corporation 
Besmarias Machine Works 
Dick’s Hardware and Faint Company 
Dick’s V/ay side Furniture Incorporated 
Dionne Manufacturing Company, Incorporated 
Bonati’s Auto Repair Service 
Doody Burial Vaults 
Econo-wise Corrugated Machine Company 
First National Bank of Winchendon 
G-eneral Box Company 
G-irouard Taxi 
Goodspeed Machine Company 
Gouslin’s Welding Service 
Guy’s City Service Station 
Henry’s Diner 
Horrigan’s Cleaners 
Hyridge Excavators Incorporated 
Ivy Hall Furniture Incorporated 
LeClaire Electric 
Leominster Novelty Corporation 
Lillie1 s Incorporated 
Loretta1s Fashion Shop 
Louie’s Texaco Service Station 
Maple Leaf Rest Home 
Leo M. Martin- Truckers 
Mason and Parker Level Distributing Company 
Matheiu Ford Sales 
McLellans 
Monadnock Novelty Corporation 
Monroe Sunoco Service Station 
Morriseau Furniture Corporation 
Murdock Farm Dairy 
Murray Oil and Gas Corporation 
National Seat Manufacturing Corporation 
New England Decoation Corporation 
New England Woodenware Corporation 
New York Central System 
Newton Brothers Garage 
O’Donnell's Appliance Center 
Old Traveler1s Restaurant 
Open Arms Nursing Home 
paddy Ann I*oc£porated 
M.H. P&rks Company 
Patterson1s plumbing abd Heating Company 
peerless Freezer Company 
pheonix Manufacturing Company 
Pineault Furniture Company 
Pi ay aw ay Lanes 
pleasant View Nursing Home 
Thomas Quinn Company Corporation 
Ray plastic Incorporated 
Raycurt Corporation 
Rod’s Incorporated 
Rose’s Incorporated 
Saveway Oil Company 
Slavin’s Drug Store 
Springs Market 
Strawberry Acres Restaurant 
Sullivan’s Esso Station 
Tasty pastry Bakery 
Thompson Coal and G-rain 
Toy Torn Auto Body Sunoco Service Station 
Toy Town Auto Body and Welding Corporation 
Toy Town Boats Incorporated 
Toy Town Drywall Company 
Toy Town Tailleurs 
Toy Town Wood Waste Corporation 
Western Auto Associate Store 
White Mountain Freezer Company 
Winchendon Courier 
Winchendon Dry Cleaning 
Winchendon Fashions 
Winchendon Flower and G-ift Shop 
Winchendon Furniture Company 
Winchendon Laundry 
Winchendon Savings Bank 
Winchendon Sawdust Company 
Winchester Tailors 
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